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ABSTRACT

In the present study, large eddy simulations of turbulent

flow over a three-dimensional model vehicle are conducted

at Re=170,000 based on the vehicle height and free-stream

velocity using an immersed boundary method (Kim et al.,

2001). As subgrid-scale models, we use the Smagorinsky

model (SM; Smagorinsky, 1963) and a dynamic Vreman

model (DVM; Park et al. 2006), respectively. The results

of simulations are compared with those of an experiment by

Khalighi et al. (2001). It is shown that results from DVM

show good agreements with the experimental ones while SM

results in poor predictions. Instantaneous flow fields are ob-

served and it is found that an arch-like vortical structure

exists in the near-wake of the vehicle. Also, we examine the

flow statistics around the vehicle.

INTRODUCTION

Turbulent flow over a ground vehicle shows various phe-

nomena such as the turbulent boundary layer, separation,

shear layer and wake. The flow is complex and fully three-

dimensional. Understanding the flow characteristics asso-

ciated with the ground vehicle has a considerable practical

significance because they are closely related to the aerody-

namic performance of vehicle such as the drag and lift forces

on the vehicle, acoustic noise, driving stability, etc. There-

fore, many experimental and numerical studies have been

conducted so far.

The experimental studies on the flow over a vehicle have

been served as a primary research tool for understanding the

aerodynamics of a ground vehicle. Especially, experimental

studies with simplified vehicle models such as Ahmed model

(Ahmed et al., 1984) and GM model (Han et al., 1996) have

provided flow statistics and knowledge of flow structures in

the wake.

Although early computational studies on the flow over a

vehicle used the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)

equation due to its low computational cost (Han, 1989), the

advance of supercomputing technologies has made it pos-

sible to conduct large eddy simulations (LES) of flow over

a vehicle at high Reynolds numbers (Verzicco et al., 2002;

Krajnovic and Davidson, 2005; Minguez et al., 2008). From

these studies using LES, detailed flow characteristics and

highly unsteady nature of the flow have been examined.

In the present study, we conduct large eddy simulations

of flow over a three dimensional model vehicle to examine

the statistics and dynamics around the model vehicle. The

three-dimensional model vehicle considered in this study is

the GM model (Fig. 1). The GM model is a simplified

three-dimensional model vehicle made by the General Mo-

tors. Also, we explore the applicability of dynamic Vreman

model (DVM; Park et al., 2006) which is a subgrid-scale

(SGS) model developed for the large eddy simulation of com-

plex flow.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Governing equations

The governing equations for the LES of flow around the

three-dimensional model vehicle are the filtered continuity

and incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:

∂ui

∂xi
− q = 0, (1)

∂ui

∂t
+

∂uiuj

∂xj
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

1

ReH

∂2ui

∂xj∂xj
− ∂τij

∂xj
+ fi, (2)

where x = (x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z) is the Cartesian coordi-

nates, u = (u1, u2, u3) = (u, v, w) is the filtered velocity,

p is the filtered pressure, and ReH denotes the Reynolds

number based on the free stream velocity u∞ and the ve-

hicle height H. The subscripts 1, 2, 3 for the velocity and

the coordinate denote the streamwise, transverse and span-

wise directions, respectively. τij = uiuj − uiuj is the SGS

stress tensor. q and fi are the mass source/sink and the

momentum forcing for the immersed boundary (IB) method

suggested by Kim et al. (2001), respectively. The Reynolds

number is ReH = 170, 000, at which Khalighi et al. (2001)

conducted an experiment on the flow around the GM model.

Numerical methods and computational setup

For the time integration of the filtered Navier-Stokes

equation, Eq. (2), a fully implicit time advancement (Crank-

Nicolson scheme) is applied by utilizing a linearization of the

convection term (Beam and Warming, 1978) and the veloc-

ity decoupling procedure (Kim et al., 2002). For the spatial

discretization, we use a hybrid scheme (Yun et al., 2006)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the computational domain,

coordinate system and boundary conditions for LES of flow

around the GM model.

combining an upwind scheme in the laminar flow region near

the vehicle front to prevent the dispersion error caused by

the central difference scheme, with the second-order cen-

tral difference scheme in turbulent flow region. Since the

adoption of third-order compact upwind difference scheme

(CUDZ3; Zhong, 1998) used by Yun et al. (2006) causes

numerical instabilities for the present computation, we use

a third-order QUICK scheme (Leonard, 1979) as an upwind

scheme. QUICK scheme is applied in x/H < −2.9 since Yi

(2007) experimentally observed that the flow separates after

the vehicle front and develops into turbulent boundary layer

(x = 0 is the location of vehicle base).

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of computational

domain, coordinate system and boundary conditions used

in this study. The computational domain is −9 ≤ x/H ≤
11, 0 ≤ y/H ≤ 4.7, and −3.2 ≤ z/H ≤ 3.2. At

the inlet, a uniform free-stream velocity condition is im-

posed. At the outlet, a convective boundary condition

((∂ui/∂t) + c(∂ui/∂x) = 0) is used, where c is taken to

be the mean exit velocity. At the freestream, a Neumann

condition (∂u/∂y = 0, v = 0, and ∂w/∂y = 0) is used and

the no-slip condition is imposed at the bottom wall. The

periodic boundary condition is imposed in the spanwise di-

rection. The no-slip condition on the GM model surface is

realized by the IB method (Kim et al., 2001). The number

of grid points is 545(x)× 201(y)× 245(z). As shown in Fig.

2, the computational mesh is clustered near the GM model

and in the wake.

Simulations are carried out with the computational time

step of 0.001H/u∞. Data are averaged over 80 nondimen-

sional time units after initial transient period to obtain the

statistics.

SGS models

One of the objectives of the present study is to explore

the applicability of DVM to LES of complex flows. For this

purpose, we also conduct LES with the Smagorinsky model

(SM; Smagorinsky, 1963) to compare the results with those

from DVM. Note that, in principal, the dynamic Smagorin-

sky model (DSM; Germano et al., 1991; Lilly, 1992) is not

applicable to the present study since there is no statistically

homogeneous direction for the averaging of model constant.

DVM and SM are the eddy viscosity models which as-

sume that the SGS stress τij is aligned with the strain rate

tensor Sij = (1/2)(∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi). The eddy viscosity

model for τij is written in the following form:

τij − 1

3
τkkδij = −2νT Sij , (3)

where νT is the turbulent eddy viscosity.
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Figure 2: Grid distribution near the GM Model: (a) in the

xy plane; (b) in the xz plane (every 3rd grid is shown).

Smagorinsky model. SM has the following form:

νT = C2
SΔ

2|S|, (4)

|S| =

√

2SijSij , (5)

where Δ is a length scale usually taken to be a local grid

spacing. The model coefficient CS is set to be 0.16 which

is a theoretical value for the isotropic turbulence. In the

present study, wall-damping function is not used.

Dynamic Vreman model. DVM utilizes the Vreman

model (Vreman, 2004), which guarantees zero eddy viscos-

ity for various laminar shear flows, as a base model. The

formulation of the Vreman model is:

νT = Cv

√

IIβ

αijαij
, (6)

αij =
∂uj

∂xi
, (7)

IIβ = β11β22 + β22β33 + β33β11 − β
2
12 − β

2
23 − β

2
31, (8)

βij =
3
∑

m=1

Δ
2
mαmiαmj , (9)

where Cv is the model coefficient, and Δm is the character-

istic filter width in the mth direction. DVM dynamically

adjusts the model coefficient Cv according to the flow based

on the Germano identity (Germano et al. 1991), and Cv has

the form:

Cv = −1

2

〈LijMij〉V
〈MijMij〉V

, (10)

where

Lij = ˜uiuj − ˜ui
˜uj , (11)

Mij =

√

√

√

√

II
˜

β

˜αij
˜αij

˜Sij −
˜√

IIβ

αijαij
Sij , (12)

〈•〉V denotes the instantaneous volume averaging in the en-

tire computational domain, and (̃) denotes the test-filtering

operation. Note that Cv is globally constant in space and

varies only in time; i.e., Cv = Cv(t).
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Table 1: Flow statistics from present simulations and the

experiment conducted by Khalighi et al. (2001). (CD: time-

averaged drag coefficient, CL: time-averaged lift coefficient,

CPb
: time-averaged pressure coefficient at the vehicle base)

CD CL CPb
Remark

No SGS model - - - diverged

SM 0.353 -0.198 -0.267 -

DVM 0.324 -0.270 -0.247 -

Experiment 0.3 - -0.226 -
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of Cv for LES with DVM.
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Figure 4: Time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles in an

xy plane (z/H = 0).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Evaluation of SGS models

In this section, we present the results from LES of flow

around the GM model with DVM and SM. Also, a sim-

ulation without SGS model is attempted to evaluate the

effect of the SGS models. However, the simulation without

SGS model leads to numerical instabilities and eventually di-

verges. Thus, the use of SGS model is crucial for the present

problem.

Table 1 summarizes some statistical quantities from the

present simulations together with the experimental data by

Khalighi et al. (2001). The time-averaged drag coefficient

(CD), lift coefficient (CL) and pressure coefficient at the ve-

hicle base (CPb
) from LES with DVM show good agreement

with the experimental data. Fig. 3 shows the temporal evo-

lution of Cv for LES with DVM. As shown, Cv is statistically

stationary with time-averaged value of 0.05. Meanwhile,

LES with SM shows some deviation from the experimental

data.

Fig. 4 shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity pro-

files in an xy plane (z/H = 0) at four streamwise locations in

the wake. At x/H = 0.5 and x/H = 1.0, results from both

DVM and SM agree well with the experimental data. At

x/H = 1.5 and x/H = 2.0, it is observed that results from
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Figure 5: Time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles in an

xz plane (y/H = 0.7).
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Figure 6: Resolved streamwise turbulence intensity profiles

in an xz plane (y/H = 0.7).

DVM and SM show some deviation from the experiment in

the shear layer and near the bottom wall. Near the bottom

wall, there is a difference between the profiles from DVM

and SM, and results from DVM show better agreement with

the experiment.

Fig. 5 shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity pro-

files in an xz plane (y/H = 0.7) at four streamwise in the

wake. At all the locations shown in Fig. 5, results from DVM

and SM are quite similar and show excellent agreement with

the experiment.

Fig. 6 shows resolved streamwise turbulence intensity

profiles in an xz plane (y/H = 0.7) at four streamwise loca-

tions in the wake. Overall, results from DVM and SM agree

with the experiment. However, the results from SM slightly

underpredict the profiles at x/H = 1.0 and the peak values

at x/H = 1.5 compared to the results from DVM and the

experiment.

From the observation of the statistics in the wake, we

can notice that LES with SM shows fairly reasonable re-

sults compared to the experimental data, although predicted

statistics such as CD and CPb
are largely deviate from the

experiment. To examine this inconsistency, we investigate

the turbulent boundary layers on the GM model surface.

Fig. 7 shows the time-averaged streamlines on the up-

per surface of GM model in an xy plane (z/H = 0). As

shown in Fig. 7, the flow separates on the vehicle front and

reattaches on the vehicle surface. The predicted locations

of reattachment from DVM and SM are x/H = −2.59 and

x/H = −2.13, respectively, and are quite different. Also,

the shapes of the recirculation bubble from both models are

different. The differences between both models are again

observed in the time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles

above the upper surface of GM model shown in the Fig.

8. To elucidate this differences, eddy-viscosities from both

models are shown in Fig. 9. The eddy viscosity from DVM

smoothly converges to zero as it goes to the wall. However, it
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Figure 7: Time-averaged streamlines on the upper surface

of GM model in an xy plane (z/H = 0): (a) DVM; (b) SM.
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Figure 8: Time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles above

the upper surface of GM model in an xy plane (z/H = 0).
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Figure 9: Time-averaged ratio of eddy-viscosity to molecular

viscosity above the upper surface of GM model in an xy

plane (z/H = 0).
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Figure 10: Time-averaged streamlines around GM model in

an xy plane (z/H = 0): (a) DVM; (b) SM.
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Figure 11: Instantaneous vorticity contours around GM

model: (a) spanwise vorticity in an xy plane (z/H = 0.2);

(b) transverse vorticity in an xz plane (y/H = 0).
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Figure 12: Time history of the pressure coefficient CPb
at

the base of GM model.

is observed that the eddy viscosity from SM does not asymp-

totically converge to zero near the wall, and predicts a high

peak right above the wall. This unphysical behavior of SM

may hinder the prediction of turbulent boundary layer near

the vehicle surface. Fig. 10 shows time-averaged streamlines

around GM model in an xy plane (z/H = 0). As men-

tioned above, a small separation bubble exists at the end of

the curved surface of the vehicle front. Large recirculation

bubbles are formed behind the vehicle. The length of the

recirculation region predicted by the present simulation is

about 1.5H. Since DVM performs slightly better than SM,

we hereinafter present results only from LES with DVM.

Instantaneous vorticity field

Fig. 11 shows the instantaneous vorticity contours

around the GM model. The flow separates right after the

curved surface of the vehicle front and immediately reat-

taches, forming small separation bubbles. This reattached

flow develops into the turbulent boundary layer above the

surface of the GM model. The main separation occurs at

the trailing edge of the GM model. There is no shear layer

transition to turbulence in the wake due to turbulent separa-

tion. The flow behind the vehicle contains many small-scale

vortices. Especially, strong small-scale vortices are concen-

trated in the shear layer region, indicating large turbulence

intensities there.

Instantaneous pressure field

Fig. 12 shows the time history of the pressure coefficient

CPb
at the base of GM model. The temporal evolution of

CPb
is highly unsteady, and its time-averaged value is -0.247,

being in agreement with the experimental data (see Table 1).

Large-scale structures around the GM model are illus-

trated in Fig. 13 using the iso-surface of instantaneous
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Figure 13: Iso-surface of instantaneous pressure fluctuation

(p′/ρu2
∞ = −0.05).

pressure fluctuation. Since the core of the vortical struc-

tures is closely related to the low pressure region, we set

the iso-value of pressure fluctuation to be p′/ρu2
∞ = −0.05.

As shown in Fig. 13, complex three-dimensional flow struc-

tures exist behind the vehicle. In the near-wake region, an

arch-like vortical structure appears intermittently and trav-

els downstream losing their coherence.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we evaluated the performance of DVM for

the prediction of flow over a GM model vehicle by compar-

ing the results with the experimental data by Khalighi et

al. (2001) and those from LES with SM. Before conduct-

ing LES, simulation without SGS model was attempted and

the simulation diverged. The computed flow statistics by

LES with DVM showed good agreement with the experi-

mental data. On the other hand, although LES with SM

showed fairly reasonable results in the wake, it provided rel-

atively poor statistics possibly due to the poor prediction of

turbulent boundary layers above the vehicle surface. In con-

clusion, present results from LES with DVM supports the

applicability of DVM to the flow with a complex geometry

where there is no homogeneous direction.

The incoming flow separated from and reattached on the

front vehicle surface, forming a small recirculation bubble

there, and developed into the turbulent boundary layers

above the vehicle surface. In the near-wake of the vehicle, an

arch-like vortical structure existed and traveled downstream.
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